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Abstract
Low Size, Weight, and Power (SWaP) requirements
of new mission architectures have led to innovations
in miniaturized approaches to traditional narrow-band
imaging systems. The acousto-optic tunable filters
(AOTFs) are electro-optic, solid state devices that have
been used for multispectral or hyperspectral imaging
both on ground-based telescopes and on interplanetary
spacecraft. These devices offer high spectral resolu-
tion in a compact system with no moving parts. In this
work we discuss a notional science case and the nec-
essary modifications for using AOTFs as an enabling
technology on a small satellite mission to an ice giant
planet. Hyperspectral imaging of an ice giant atmo-
sphere would enable studies of the atmospheric struc-
ture, dynamics, and temporal variations thereof.

1. Motivation
Solar system exploration has recently undergone sev-
eral paradigm shifts in terms of mission architectures.
More capable rovers, the surface reconnaissance of ex-
tremely low gravity objects, and small satellites are
now leading to new modalities for exploring solar sys-
tem targets. A common element for nearly all of these
approaches is instrumentation with low Size, Weight,
and Power (SWaP) requirements.

One low SWaP technology that has become more
widely used in planetary exploration is the acousto-
optic tunable filter (AOTF), an electro-optic, solid
state device. These have been used for multispec-
tral or hyperspectral imaging for several decades [7,
4, 5, 1, 2], and in more recent years they have been
flown on interplanetary spacecraft (see [6] and refer-
ences therein).

2. Technology Description
AOTFs utilize a birefringent crystal – one whose opti-
cal properties are altered in the presence of an acous-

tic wave – as the spectral selection element. Tellurium
dioxide (TeO2) is a commonly used material for AOTF
devices as it has the widest operating wavelength range
of ∼0.4 µm to nearly 5 µm [7]. AOTFs are “tunable”
in the sense that when high frequency (10-200 MHz)
acoustic waves are driven into the crystal, this sets
up a traveling acoustic wave through the crystal that
effectively modulates its index of refraction. When
broad-band light is incident on the crystal while it is
acoustically active, roughly half of that light passes
through the crystal undiffracted, while the other half
is diffracted into two orthogonally polarized narrow-
band beams that exit the crystal at a small, fixed angle.
The wavelength of the narrow-band beams is a func-
tion of the frequency of the input acoustic wave; tun-
ing the RF frequency of the input thus modulates the
wavelength of the outgoing narrow-band beam.

AOTF systems are generally very compact (a few
cm in size) and have low power requirements (in some
cases utilizing ∼ 1 Watt or less of RF power). This,
along with the fact that they have no moving parts,
make them particularly attractive for planetary flight
projects. When used as the filter element in hyperspec-
tral imaging applications, there is a tradeoff in terms of
crystal design between spectral grasp and spectral res-
olution. Typical CCD-based instruments have made
use of AOTFs with coverage between 0.45–0.95 µm
and a resolution R (λ/∆λ) ∼ 250-400 [2]. These
devices can be used to rapidly acquire spectral scans
across the full range of sensitivity, thereby assembling
a hyperspectral image cube, or images can be acquired
at judiciously chosen wavelengths appropriate for a
specific science application.

3. Notional Operational Scenario
We previously considered AOTFs for imaging appli-
cations on a balloon-borne platform [3]. Here we dis-
cuss a notional science case and the necessary modi-
fications for using AOTFs as an enabling technology
on small satellite (SmallSat) missions. In this oper-
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ational scenario we envision one or more SmallSat
spacecraft as a ride-along capability added to an ice gi-
ant flyby mission. The SmallSat(s) would be released
on approach to the ice giant system and would orbit
the planet to collect remote sensing data on the planet,
satellites, and rings.

3.1. Imaging
Hyperspectral imaging of the ice giant atmospheres
would enable studies of the atmospheric structure, dy-
namics, and temporal variations thereof. Methane
plays an important role in the atmospheres of the ice
giants as it influences the depths to which one can
sound through different cloud layers. Hyperspectral
imaging is an effective tool for studying the vertical
structure of the atmospheres of the ice giants since
it enables the acquisition of numerous images taken
at wavelengths corresponding to varying degrees of
methane absorption. Cloud activity also could be
monitored at wavelengths corresponding to the highest
cloud contrast. From an orbiting SmallSat platform a
longer temporal baseline could be acquired for track-
ing the motions and evolution of these cloud features.
AOTFs offer a unique capability for the acquisition of
hyperspectral image cubes in an ice giant system that
provide fundamental insights into atmospheric struc-
ture and dynamics.

3.2. Platform Considerations
AOTFs are radiation hard, which makes them an at-
tractive option for space-borne platforms. However,
employing an AOTF on a SmallSat would require ad-
dressing several challenges that are unique to AOTFs.
Most significantly, the TeO2 crystals cannot withstand
the ultracold temperatures of deep space; previous
thermal qualification efforts indicated that a critical
temperature at which the crystals cracked was around
150 K [6]. Thus thermal isolation of the crystal would
need to be a design requirement. We discuss several
design strategies for enabling the use of AOTFs on a
SmallSat platform in an ice giant system.

4. Summary and Conclusions
AOTFs can serve as a low SWaP, spectrally agile, ra-
diation hard alternative to traditional narrowband fil-
ter approaches for imaging from a tightly constrained
orbiting SmallSat platform. We discuss the adaptabil-
ity of different existing AOTF imaging system for this
kind of application, and identify key science questions
that can be addressed with this technology.
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